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"The Most Glorious Church in the
World": The Unity of the Godly in
Boston, Massachusetts, in the 1630s
Michael P. Winship

The dominanthistoriographicaltrendin Puritanstudies, startedby
PatrickCollinson,stressesthe conservativenatureof Puritanism.It notes
Puritanism'sstrongoppositionto the separatistimpulsesof some of the
godly and the ways in which it was successfully integratedinto the
Churchof Englanduntil the innovationsof CharlesI and Archbishop
Laud.Far from being revolutionary,Puritanismwas able to containthe
disruptiveenergiesof the Reformationwithina nationalchurchstructure.
This picture dovetails nicely with the revisionistportrayalof an early
seventeenth-century"UnrevolutionaryEngland," but it sits uneasily
with the fratricidalcacophonyof 1640s Puritanism.1
The picturealso sits uneasilywith the AntinomianControversy,the
greatestinternaldisputeof pre-civil wars Puritanism.That controversy
shook the infantMassachusettsBay Colony from 1636 to 1638. Accusations of false doctrineflew back and forth, the governmentwent into
tumult, and by the time the crisis had subsided,leading colonists had
voluntarilydepartedor had been banished.In termsof its culturalimpact
in England,it was probablythe single most importantevent in sevenMICHAELP. WINSHIPis associateprofessorof historyat the Universityof Georgia,
author of Seers of God; Puritan Providentialism in the Restoration and Early Enlighten-

ment (Baltimore,1996), and is currentlyworkingon a book on the AntinomianControversy. He thanksPeter Lake, David Como, and the anonymousreaderfor this journal

for their very helpful suggestions.
I Patrick Collinson, The Religion of Protestants (Oxford, 1983), The Birthpangs of
Protestant England (London, 1988), and "Sects and the Evolution of Puritanism," in
Puritanism: Transatlantic Perspectives on a Seventeenth-Century Anglo-American Faith,
ed. Francis J. Bremer (Boston, 1993), pp. 147-66. For the historiography of "unrevolu-

tionaryEngland,"see MargoTodd, "Introduction,"in Reformationto Revolution:Politics and Religion in Early Modern England (London, 1995), pp. 2-5.
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teenth-century American colonial history; publications generated by the
controversy were reprinted in England into the nineteenth century.2
The Antinomian Controversy, evoking civil wars cacophony but occurring in the previous decade, offers a bridge across the current interpretive chasm between civil wars and pre-civil wars Puritanism. The
crisis has generated a wide range of scholarly interpretations, but there
is broad agreement that the Boston church, storm center of the crisis,
was the source of its disruption. At issue is only the relative degree of
responsibility of its minister, John Cotton, and the lay prophet and theologian, Anne Hutchinson. The few scholarly dissenters from this interpretation, who see the Boston church as more victim than aggressor in its
relationship with the Massachusetts ministerial and governmental power
structures, ignore the peculiarities of the church.3
This article takes from both the interpretive mainstream and the dissenters; it recreates the church in all its singularity, while problematizing
its role as an initiator of disruption. It first examines the Boston church
as working in a Collinsonian fashion-nurturing a unity of the godly
that contained the Reformation's disruptive tendencies within a national
church structure: the radical Reformation co-opted by the magisterial
Reformation. Yet the unity of the godly in the Boston church was a
painfully achieved and easily disrupted accomplishment. The church and
the controversy within which it became enmeshed offer the best documented examples in pre-civil wars Puritanism of the mechanisms by
which the unity of a fragile coalition of hot Protestants was maintained
and the ways in which contingencies and personalities could disrupt it.
2 An extractfrom Thomas
Shepard,TheParable of the Ten Virgins(hereafterParable 1831) was publishedin Londonin 1831, with the last Britisheditionbeing at Aberdeen in 1853. For narrativesof the AntinomianControversy,see Emery Battis, Saints
and Sectaries:Anne Hutchinsonand the AntinomianControversyin the Massachusetts
Bay Colony (ChapelHill, N.C., 1962); DarrettRutman,Winthrop'sBoston: Portraitof
a Puritan Town,1630-1649 (New York, 1965), pp. 114-24; Philip F. Gura,A Glimpse
of Sion's Glory: PuritanRadicalismin New England,1620-1660 (Middletown,Conn.,
1984), chap.9. For the theologicalissues, see WilliamStoever, "A Faire and Easie Way
to Heaven": CovenantTheologyand Antinomianismin Early Massachusetts(Middletown, Conn., 1978).
3Janice Knight, Orthodoxiesin Massachusetts:RereadingAmerican Puritanism
(Cambridge,1994), presentsthe AntinomianControversyas the successfulattackof one
strainof Englishorthodoxyover another.StephenFoster, "New Englandand the ChalPerspective,"Willenge of Heresy, 1630-1660: The PuritanControversyin Transatlantic
liamand MaryQuarterly,3d ser., 38 (1981):624-60, sees it as drivenby a Massachusetts
onto a New World
establishmentprojectingEnglishmemoriesof heresy inappropriately
screen.Anotherapproachhas HutchinsonandCottonrepresentative
of an olderReformed
piety being swampedby new Puritanlegalism.See PerryMiller,TheNew EnglandMind:
From Colonyto Province(Cambridge,1953), pp. 57-65; R. T. Kendall,Calvinand English Calvinismto 1649 (Oxford,1979), chap. 12; AndrewDelbanco,ThePuritanOrdeal
(Cambridge,1989).
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The AntinomianControversyforeshadowed,and thus its dynamichelps
accountfor, the civil wars breakdownof Puritanism.Moreover,it contributedto thatbreakdown,somethinghithertoobscuredby the disciplinarydivide thatexists betweenhistoriansof AmericanandEnglishseventeenth-centuryhistory.
*

*

*

Certainlythe unity of the Boston churchdid not grow out of doctrinaluniformity.Perhapsthe centralissue in Puritanpracticaldivinity
was assuranceof salvation.Indeed,the possibilityof such assurancewas
one of the chief claims of ReformedChristianity.But the godly had by
no meanssettledwhatconstitutedassuranceandhow it was attained.The
Boston churchmaintaineda wide varietyof opinionson those questions.
The positionof the pastorof the church,JohnWilson, reflectedthe
complexity of mainstreamPuritanteaching on assurance.Most seventeenth-centuryPuritandivines,like Wilson, stressedachievingassurance
throughself-scrutiny.4The Bible promisedthat certainconditions,love
of the brethrenor hunger and thirst after salvation,for example, were
the effects of the sanctificationthatfollowed God'sjustificationof a sinner. They proved that one belonged in God's covenant of grace. The
challengeof this approachwas distinguishingthe effects of sanctification
fromthe "legal" righteousnessof those still unconsciouslyexpectingto
be saved by their own works and so still under a covenant of works.
In practice,resolving that problemmeant a cycle in which strictpiety,
attendanceon the ordinancesof the church,and soul-searchinggenerated
assurancethatin turngeneratedsuspicionthatone was relying on one's
own righteousness,whichanxietygeneratedfurtherstrenuouseffort,until
an equilibriummight be reachedbetween doubt and confidence.5
But Wilson did not only teach assurancethroughself-scrutiny.The
halting and incompleteexperienceof assurancefor many of the godly
insuredthat there was never a single path towardassurancewithin the
Puritanmainstream.A few prominentministersadvocateda moreChristocentricapproach,similarto thatof earlierPuritanandReformeddivines.
EzekielCulverwellandJohnArcher,for example,criticizedthe emphasis
on introspectionas unlikelyto lead to settledcomfort.Believers should
not search themselves for signs whose interpretationwas questionable
4 For an overview of

Puritanpracticaldivinity,see Stoever, "A
seventeenth-century

Faire and Easie Way."
5 Paul S. Seaver, Wallington's World: A Puritan Artisan in Seventeenth-Century Lon-

don (Stanford,Calif., 1985), chap.2; MichaelMcGiffert,ed., God's Plot: PuritanSpirituality in Thomas Shepard's Cambridge (Amherst, Mass., 1994), pp. 1-29, 135-48.
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but rely instead on the promise of salvation in Jesus.6 Others, including
Richard Sibbes and John Preston, while chiefly emphasizing assurance
through self-scrutiny, stressed that the witness, or seal, of the spirit (Romans 8:15) was much more certain, if far rarer. It gave an overwhelming
joy, an overpowering revelation of God's love, that afforded an assurance
far beyond the capacity of syllogistic reasoning from conditional promises. Wilson, like Sibbes and Preston, saw the witness of the Spirit as
a superadded experience of assurance.7
Wilson represented the eclectic middle of Puritan practical divinity,
but the Boston church's teacher, John Cotton, was the most soteriologically radical of prominent Puritan ministers by the time he emigrated to
Massachusetts in 1633. Self-scrutiny for conditions of salvation, Cotton
claimed, could never in the first instance give assurance. Developing a
position that Culverwell and others had made in the 1620s, Cotton
claimed that believers could apply conditional promises only after knowing they were justified; hypocrites under a covenant of works might selfdeceptively mimic all the effects of sanctification. The Holy Spirit first
had to reveal to believers through intuition or through a revelation that
they were beneficiaries of God's absolute promise to save his elect, irrespective of any condition in them. Believers could then take comfort
from the confirmatory evidence of sanctification and perhaps might experience a further, more powerful witness of the Spirit. Cotton defended
the primacy of absolute promises over conditional ones by citing Calvin,
for whom the evidence of sanctification was secondary, but he was challenging a half century of Puritan practical divinity.8
If Cotton was the most extreme of mainstream Puritan ministers,
Anne Hutchinson demonstrated how far a layperson with a theological
6 Ezekiel
Culverwell, A Treatise of Faith (London, 1623); John Archer, Instructions
about Right Beleeving (London, 1645); Matthew Storey, ed., Two East Anglian Diaries,

1641-1729, Suffolk RecordsSociety, vol. 36 (Woodbridge,1994).

7 John Preston, The New Covenant; or, The Saints Portion, 3d ed.
(London, 1629),
pp. 400 ff.; Robert Bolton, Some Generall Directions for a Comfortable Walking with
God, 2d ed. (London, 1626), pp. 326-27; Edward Elton, Three Excellent and Pious Trea-

tises (1623; reprint,London, 1653), pp. 192-93; AndrewWillet, Hexapla (Cambridge,
1611), pp. 359-60; Alexander Grossart, ed., The Complete Works of Richard Sibbes (here-

after cited as Works of Sibbes), 7 vols. (Edinburgh,1862-64), 3:457, 4:286-87,
5:440-43, 7:377.
8JohnCotton,TheNew Covenant(London,1654), pp. 39-48, for the deceptiveparallels between the covenantsof works and grace. For his generaldifferenceswith most

Puritan ministers, see David D. Hall, ed., The Antinomian Controversy, 1636-1638: A

DocumentaryHistory (henceforthcited as AC), 2d ed. (Durham,N.C., 1990), pp. 79151. ThomasGatakerto SamuelWard,11 February1629/30, OxfordUniversity,Bodleian
Library,TannerMS 71, fol. 35. I thankDavid Como and AnthonyMilton for sharing
this reference.
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bent could extendhis position.9Hutchinson,who had admiredCottonin
of scripEngland,pursuedher gift for theologythroughthe interpretation
ture verses flashing up in her mind as divine revelations;throughthe
same medium she made temporalprophecies.For Hutchinsonthe only
differencebetweenthe self-willed, legal sanctificationof hypocritesand
the sanctificationof saints was that the latterwas continuallyenergized
by Christ.She thereforemagnifiedCotton'sstresson the delusivepower
of the covenantof works and the intimacyof the union of Christand
the Holy Spiritwith the saved soul. Drawingon her own failureto find
assurancethroughsanctification,Hutchinsonarguedthat it was always
safer to stay focused on Christ,the sourceof sanctification:"the darker
our sanctificationis, the cleereris ourjustification,"she was said to have
asserted.?1

Hutchinsonis not likely to have been the sourceof all unusualopinions amongthe Boston laity. The creativityof hot Protestantismand the
lack of consensus within the Puritanmainstreamon assuranceinsured
thatby the 1630s marginalministersand laypeoplehad developedwhat
amountedto a godly soteriologicalunderground.That underground,in
its questfor assuranceand a properChristianlife, readthe Bible through
otherlenses than Reformedones-Luther on Galatians,the Theologica
Germanica,the writingsof HenriNiclaes andothermembersof the Family of Love, and apocryphalBiblical books. It was drawnto arguments
that God no longer judged the justified by the moral law, and, consequently,they need not worryobsessively aboutsinning,a positiongiven
the abusivetermof antinomianismby its opponents,and to familistand
medieval mystical motifs of immediaterevelationsvia the Holy Spirit,
union with God, and perfectionism.In place of the usual Puritanstress
on continueddoubtaboutone's election,it stressedthe certaintyandjoy
that the justifiedenjoyed.While its argumentsaboutthe relationshipof
sanctificationto assuranceand the natureof assurancewere not completely foreignto the mainstream,to manyorthodoxPuritans,this under9The most satisfactoryaccountof Hutchinson'sreligiosityis in JamesFultonMaclear, " 'The Heartof New EnglandRent':The MysticalElementin EarlyPuritanHis-

tory," Mississippi Valley Historical Review 42 (1956): 641-43.
10Giles Firmin, A Brief Review of Mr. Davis's Vindication (London, 1693), "To the
Reader"; AC, p. 382; Thomas Shepard, The Parable of the Ten Virgins Opened and

Applied (London, 1695), p. 209. On the covenantof works, see AC, pp. 264-65; and
Richard S. Dunn et al., eds., The Journal of John Winthrop, 1630-1649 (Cambridge,
1996), pp. 205-6; Edward Hutchinson, A Treatise concerning the Covenant and Baptism

(London, 1676), p. 94. On union with Christand the Holy Spirit, see AC, p. 336; and
Samuel Groome, A Glass for the People of New England (n.p., 1676), p. 9. On sanctifica-

tion and Hutchinson'srelianceon it, see AC, pp. 323-37.
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ground evoked moral anarchy and the dissolution of ecclesiastical structure. Some ministers in the underground, in turn, took an oppositional
stance to the Puritan mainstream.1
It is safe to assume that this underground was familiar to people in
Boston-the number of people from London, where clashes in the godly
community between antinomian/familist preachers and mainstream Puritans spilled over into print at the turn of the 1630s, practically guarantees
it. While laypersons of any persuasion only rarely left doctrinal paper
trails behind them, among the handful of Boston "opinionists" we can
clearly identify as prominent, a number show traces of not entirely conventional backgrounds.12The rallying cry of the most prominent of the
"antinomians," John Eaton, "God sees no sin in his elect," was heard
in Massachusetts during the controversy, and Hutchinson, whose teachings can be explained adequately as an outgrowth of Cotton's, is not
likely to have been the source.13
This is a wide range of views in a church belonging to a movement
whose spokesmen were among the most zealous heresy hunters in the
Church of England. What could keep such a church together? The usual
answer is nothing. The Antinomian Controversy is commonly portrayed
as an irrepressible conflict propelled by a antinomian fringe. Hutchinson
and her "Hutchinsonians" denounced Wilson as a "legal" preacher, the
usual line of interpretationgoes. They tried to install a more sympathetic
minister, and they walked out whenever Wilson preached. They aggres11T. D. Bozeman," 'The Gloryof the ThirdTime': JohnEatonas Contra-Puritan,"

Journal of Ecclesiastical History 47 (1996): 638-54. For a brief but very useful survey

of the soteriologicalundergroundand the literatureon it, see Foster, "New England."
12 Jane Hawkinsin
Englandgave trancepropheciesof the downfallof the bishops
while the local Puritanvicar and his curatetook notes. See PublicRecordOffice (PRO),
StatePapers(SP) 16/141 fols. 96-97, 16/142 fols. 24-25; JohnHacket,ScriniaReserata
(London,1692),pt. 2, pp. 47-48. She was deniedadmissionto the Bostonchurchbecause
of "unsoundopinions" (AC,p. 437). WilliamCoggeshallemigratedfromCastleHedingham, in the vicinity of Colchester,a site of antinomianactivity.Coggeshall,it was said,
had been a "greatprofessor"in England(WilliamHubbard,A GeneralHistoryof New
England: From Discovery to MDCLXXX, ed. William Thaddeus Harris [1815, 1816; re-

print,Boston, 1848], p. 343. He settled in Roxburyin 1632 but was dismissedto the
Bostonchurchin May 1634. Winthroprecordedthatin spiteof his being "well knowne&
approvedof the Churche,"he still had to give a "Confessionof his Faithe" (Dunn et
al., eds., Journal,p. 114). In the 1620s WilliamDyer, a LondonPuritan(he visited William Prynneduringthe latter'simprisonmentin 1633) hadbeen apprenticedin the London
parishof Saint Michaels,CrookedLane, while the alleged antinomianminister,Robert
Shaw, preachedfromits pulpit.See WilliamAllan Dyer, "WilliamDyer," RhodeIsland
HistoricalSocietyCollections30 (1937): 25. MaryDyer was raisedin the Londonparish
of Saint Martin'sin the Fields, where John Everardhad been the vicar.
13

Francis Johnson, The Wonder Working Providence of Sion's Saviour in New En-

gland, ed. J. FranklinJameson(1654; reprint,New York, 1910), p. 126. "God sees no
sin in his elect" originallyarose in the context of theological argumentsthat did not
themselvesappearin the AntinomianControversy.
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sively proselytized and attacked the other ministers of Massachusetts. As
the New Jerusalem began to catch fire, Cotton, rather than siding with
his fellow ministers, played fiddle, if he did not actually stoke the flames
himself.
Some, but not all, of the above elements are based on surviving
documents, although their interpretation is not as straightforward as is
usually maintained. More important, for a conflict assumed to be irrepressible, the Antinomian Controversy was slow to emerge. Cotton arrived in Boston in 1633. Hutchinson arrived in September 1634 and had
made her opinions known on the boat coming over. Yet John Winthrop,
Boston church member and at the time ex-governor of Massachusetts,
noted no disturbance in his journal until the end of October 1636. Wilson
does not seem to have fallen out of favor with the congregation until a
few months later.'4 The Boston church, for all its diversity, flourished
for a surprisingly long time.
That flourishing, although unremarked by historians, is significant.
It invites a turning of the standard account of the Antinomian Controversy on its head to ask not why the Boston church fell apart but what
were the elements that allowed it to hold together as long as it did. What,
in other words, were the elements of Puritanism that allowed it to restrain
the fissiparous impulses of the Reformation within a national church
structure?
Much credit must go to the ministers Wilson and Cotton. They had
much in common. Memorialists of Cotton praised his mildness and humility, while those of Wilson highlighted his love for his congregation.
Both descriptions suggest ministers inclined to lead by example rather
than by fiat. Both Wilson and Cotton were noted for their charismatic
inclinations, including prophetic gifts, powers of prayer, and acceptance
of revelations, all qualities perhaps more frequent in lay and sectarian
than in clerical piety. Wilson and Cotton did not make an issue of their
theological differences. While it appears that just about any theological
point could be raised in the Boston congregation "by way of inquiry,"
there also appears to have been a settled consensus among the laity that
the official stance of the church remained within Cotton's parameters of
orthodoxy.'s Some scholars have assumed that the legalism of Wilson's
14Thomas
Dudleyclaimedat Hutchinson'scivil trialin November1637 (AC,p. 317)
that within six monthsof her arrival,or by the springof 1634, she "had made parties
in the country." No other statementlocates the beginningof controversyremotelyso
early.
15NathanielMorton,TheNew England'sMemorial(1662; reprint,Plymouth,Mass.,
1826), pp. 148, 188; CottonMather,MagnaliaChristiAmericana,2 vols. (1702; reprint,
Hartford,Conn., 1853), 1:272, 276, 295, 312-14; AC, pp. 29, 323; Dunn et al., eds.,

Journal, pp. 205-6; Allyn B. Forbes et al., eds., The Winthrop Papers, 5 vols. (Boston,
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preaching led to conflict with the congregation, but his few surviving
manuscript sermons reveal a compassionate minister not given to extreme moral rigorism.16
If tact and highly visible piety distinguished Wilson and Cotton,
they distinguished, likewise, the radicals in the community, of whom
there were probably not very many.17The minister Thomas Weld, in his
introduction to A Short Story, the official account of the controversy,
stated that the "opinionists," when talking with others, would stress
common ground and back off when they sensed disagreement, an argument for tact and moderation as much as for the heretical deceitfulness
he saw in such behavior. Weld also acknowledged that the more extreme
free grace advocates "would appeare very humble, holy, and spirituall
Christians, and full of Christ; they would deny themselves farre, speake
excellently, pray with such soule-ravishing expression and affections." 18
They were performatively orthodox, in other words, whatever their opinions; good reason for others simply to treat them as godly, learn from
their piety, and not worry overmuch about the occasional odd statement
they might make. What applied to radicals in general applied to Hutchinson specifically. Her attenuated conception of sanctification, her emphasis on revelations, and her high conception of union with God made it
easy to see her as antinomian and familist. Yet there was good reason
to avoid scrutinizing her doctrinal peculiarities too closely. Widely respected for her judgment, her exemplary piety and strictness of life, and
her usefulness in women's circles, her mistrust of sanctification gave her
an aptitude, much appreciated by her ministers, for convincing people
1929-47), 3:324-26; Hubbard,General History, p. 604; Helle M. Alpert, "Robert
Keayne:Notes of Sermonsby JohnCottonandProceedingsof the FirstChurchof Boston
from 23 November1639 to 1 June 1640" (Ph.D. diss., Tufts University,1974), p. 318;
GeorgeSelement,"JohnCotton'sHiddenAntinomianism,"New EnglandHistoricaland
GenealogicalRegister 129 (1975): 283-94.
16Battis, Saints and Sectaries,pp. 104-5; Knight,Orthodoxies,p. 53; LarzerZiff,
The Career of John Cotton:Puritanismand the AmericanExperience(Princeton,N.J.,
1962), p. 114; EdmundSears Morgan,PuritanDilemma: The Story of John Winthrop
(Boston, 1958), p. 142; CharlesLloyd Cohen, God's Caress: ThePsychologyof Puritan
ReligiousExperience(New York, 1986), p. 265; Gura,Glimpse,p. 244; RobertKeayne
SermonNotebooks,2 vols., MassachusettsHistoricalSociety, vol. 1: 4 May 1627, and
20 August 1628; vol. 2: Month2, 20, 1645; Notes of IpswichPreachers,Massachusetts
HistoricalSociety, 12 February1646.
17JohnCotton(AC,p. 419) laterclaimedthatonly a few in his congregationadhered
to doctrinesmore radicalthanhis own, as opposedto admiringthe individualswho held
them. Historiansarguingfor a large body of "Hutchinsonians"cite the seventy-two
signatureson a petitionprotestingthe convictionof JohnWheelwright(see below). But
thatpetitiononly demonstratessupportfor Wheelwright;Cottonalso protestedhis conviction.
18John
Winthrop,A ShortStory,ed. ThomasWeld (London,1644), reprintedin AC,
p. 205.
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that they were still unconsciously relying on their own works to save
them; she certainly felt that she shared Cotton's agenda.19
Cotton at least (Wilson's opinion on this is unknown) encouraged
a pietistic motif, millennialism, which united diverse elements of the
Boston congregation. Millennialism, which postulated a glorious state
for the church before the Second Coming and after the final conversion
of the Jews, was by no means generally accepted in the 1630s-the thesis
that the Puritan migration to Massachusetts was a millennial errand in
the wilderness, first raised by Perry Miller, is lacking in contemporary
evidence. But it played a role in Massachusetts. Cotton, a millennialist
before he emigrated, was crucial in shaping the Massachusetts church
order into congregationalism. The minister Thomas Shepard in the summer of 1636 remarkedthat some colonists believed their perfected church
order meant that "the daies we live in now, are not only the daies of
the Son of man, but part of the daies of the coming of the Son of man
[i.e., part of the approach of the Millennium]." John Wheelwright,
brother-in-law of Anne Hutchinson, a minister who was at the time a
member of the Boston congregation without any official status in Massachusetts, preached a fiery fast-day sermon on 19 January 1637, at the
height of the Antinomian Controversy. He cast the crisis as part of the
struggle with Antichrist that preceded the conversion of the Jews and
the coming "glorious Church." English scholars had speculated that God
might raise up a prophet to convert the Jews, and sect leaders claimed
that role. Hutchinson was a millennialist, and, according to Winthrop,
"many of the most wise and godly" considered her "a Prophetesse,
raised up of God for some great worke now at hand, as the calling of
the Jewes, &c."20
The unity of the Boston congregation thus came from mutual forbearance, common standards of behavioral orthodoxy, and a shared
19CharlesH. Bell, ed., John Wheelwright,PrinceSociety Publications9 (1876): 197;
AC, 263, 412.
20PerryMiller, Errand into the Wilderness(New York, 1956); TheodoreDwight
Bozeman,To Live AncientLives: The PrimitivistDimensionin Puritanism(ChapelHill,
N.C.: 1988), chap. 3; John Cotton,A Brief Expositionof the WholeBook of Canticles
(London, 1642), pp. 193-98, chap. 7, pp. 239-40, 257-58; Hubbard,GeneralHistory,
p. 186; Shepard,Parable of the Ten Virgins Openedand Applied,p. 10; AC, p. 155;
Bozeman,To Live AncientLives,p. 229, claims thatmillennialismwas not influentialin
New Englanduntil 1639 but does not discussthis sermon.BryanW. Ball, A GreatExpectation:EschatologicalThoughtin EnglishProtestantismto 1660 (Leiden, 1975), p. 128;
HenochClapham,Antidoton,or a SovereignRemedyagainstHeresyand Schism(London,
1600),p. 33; KeithThomas,Religionand theDecline of Magic:Studiesin PopularBeliefs
in Sixteenth-and Seventeenth-Century
England(London,1971), p. 135; AlexandraWalsham, " 'FrantickHacket':Prophecy,Sorcery,Insanity,andthe ElizabethanPuritanMovement," HistoricalJournal41 (1998): 46; AC, pp. 308, 380; Groome,Glass, p. 9.
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sense, in this newly established Puritan commonwealth, of the impending
Kingdom of God and Boston's role therein-"the most glorious church
in the world," as some said at the time. These factors were powerful
enough to make differences in theology petty and provisional. It is in
this context, perhaps, that we should read the claim, given as evidence
of heretical deceitfulness, that Boston radicals always asserted that John
Cotton fundamentally agreed with them, even when confronted with
statements of his that clashed with their opinions. And perhaps it was
in the same spirit that Wheelwright, whose theology was virtually identical to Cotton's, cited Ephesians 4:3 in his fast-day sermon: "Let us have
a care, that we do not alienate our harts one from another, because of
divers kind of expressions, but let us keepe the unity of the spiritt in the
bond of peace."21
Radical lay prophets and university-trained ministers bonded together through the protean absorbent capacities of Puritanism in a thoroughly respectable church-a Collinsonian idyll and, moreover, one that
evidently existed not only within the Boston congregation but in its relationship with the other churches of Massachusetts. Between 1634 and
1636 the town grew from four hundred to eight hundred people, while
the colony itself grew from about three thousand to six thousand people.
By 1634, there were fourteen ministers in the colony. Given the controversy that Cotton's theology later created, there must have been ministers
who wondered about it-the positions he advanced had already generated controversies in England. But Cotton himself appears to have,been
loath to seek controversy with his brethren, and his formidable stature
both in England and Massachusetts probably made his fellow ministers
loath to seek controversy with him. With their ministers at peace, and
the Boston congregation serving as an outlet for the spiritist pole of Puritan piety, there was no reason for significant lay discontent or agitation.
But the unity of the godly in principle was not supposed to rest on
tact and forbearance; it was supposed to arise out of shared truth. Correct
doctrine helped define God's true visible church, and since Puritans to
a pronounced degree tended to elide the true visible church with the
invisible church of God's elect, correct doctrine helped define the contemporary community of the saints.22Doctrine also defined the enemies
21
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of the godly by clarifying the boundaries past which loomed awful heresies-antinomianism, familism, Arminianism, popery, Socinianism-that
served as polemical "others" against which the godly constructed themselves. Varieties in doctrines of assurance not only threatenedthe conceptual unity of the godly, they carried varying practical implications that
could be seen as reinforcing or subverting the social and religious order:
Could assurance come through reading and meditation, or did it come
only through ministerial preaching; was it a once-and-for-all event or did
it require ongoing attendance on the ordinances of the church; should
one continue to doubt after experiencing assurance, or should one never
question one's salvation, even if fallen into a heinous sin?
Already by the 1610s in England the strain in Puritanism between
the diversity of paths to assurance and the commitment to theological
unity began to show. The clashes between antinomians and their mainstream opponents that started in that decade are well known, but tensions
over assurance spilled into the mainstream itself. Culverwell's arguments
about the priority of absolute promises formed part of sometimes vituperative debates in the early 1620s over absolute and conditional promises.
Philip Nye was reported to the High Commission in 1629 by another
Puritan minister, Stephen Denison, for preaching that one should never
doubt one's election. Sibbes chided divines whose standards of sanctification, he thought, were too severe, while he and other ministers who
exalted the witness of the Spirit guarded themselves from criticism by
insisting that this should not be confused with enthusiasm or "Anabaptist
frenzies. "23
Although those strains were genuine, the unity of the Boston church
was no fluke. Tolerance for idiosyncracies among persons perceived as
brethren could override commitments to doctrinal uniformity. When
Denison prosecuted a layman, John Etherington, with very odd opinions,
he complained that some persons criticized Etherington in private but
remained silent in public, while others said that although he held "absurd
points," he "held nothing against the foundation"-probably the attitude of many in Boston to their more radical brethren. Irenical ministers
like Sibbes worked hard to keep doctrinal differences from breaking
godly unity. Divines employed more formal methods to keep the peace.
An informal panel of ministers cleared the innovative divine Anthony
Wotton of charges of Socinianism and Arminianism. The royal censor,
23 David R.
Como, "Puritansand Heretics:Antinomianismand the Contestfor Orthodoxyin Early StuartEngland"(Ph.D. diss., PrincetonUniversity,1998). For the debate on promises,see n. 24. For the Nye incident,see PRO, SP 16/177/68. I thankPeter
Lake and David Como for this reference.Grossart,ed., Worksof Sibbes, 1:53, 5:441-
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Daniel Featly, a future Westminster Assembly delegate, intervened
heavily in the debate in 1620 over evangelical promises. He cut the passages on absolute promises from Culverwell's A Treatise of Faith in
1623, and that same year, in a preface to a treatise by an extreme conditionalist, William Chibald, he put a strongly centrist spin on Chibald's
doctrines, while announcing that ongoing attacks on him were inappropriate-Chibald's opponents did not get into print.24The fairly scanty
evidence for disputes itself suggests that tensions, while real, were usually successfully contained.
Neither orthodoxy nor radicalism, in other words, rose up automatically in conflict with the other, and, certainly, as divines like Cotton and
Culverwell demonstrated, the boundary between them was by no means
clear. It took interested parties, convinced that doctrinal purity overrode
the practical realities of a diverse movement, to agitate conflict. In London, for example, the minister George Walker acted as a fierce partisan
of orthodoxy in at least two disputes a decade apart. Denison, besides
pursuing Etherington and Nye, was active in the investigation of the alleged antinomian minister, Peter Shaw.25When such activists arrived in
Massachusetts, Puritanism's harmony and control mechanisms, feeling
the strain of building a new heaven and new earth, proved very fragile,
indeed.

To be more precise, harmony in Boston lasted until Henry Vane
and Shepard, both arriving in October 1635, had acclimatized themselves. Vane, son of one of Charles I's privy counselors, came to New
England with Archbishop Laud's blessings; Laud hoped it would get
Puritanism out of Vane's system. Vane was also acting as an agent for
a group of Puritans, including Lord Saye and Sele and Lord Brooke,
who were considering emigrating to the Warwick patent, land they had
just acquired in what was to become Connecticut. Vane, twenty-two
years old, yet with "an unusual aspect, which . .. made men think there
24
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was somewhat in him extraordinary," as Edward Clarendon later described him, quickly took on a leadership role in the colony. On November 30, Boston passed an order requiring that all legal disputes be first
submitted to Vane and two elders for arbitration. In January, he took it
on himself to reconcile two of the leading magistrates in the colony,
Winthrop and Thomas Dudley. Vane was elected governor in May
1636.26
Vane's influence in England waxed steadily after he returned in
1637. Discretion required that he remain at the periphery of, or completely unmentioned in, official accounts of the controversy; historians
have tended to leave him thus marginalized in favor of more accessible
figures. Yet contemporaries were privately clear about his heavy part in
the crisis. Vane was deeply attracted to the fervent and liberating zeal
of Boston, the sense of a new order of things being made possible by
Puritans finally free to shape their own destinies. Millennialism became,
and remained, a central part of his piety. Vane developed elements of
Boston lay theology that could be very easily glossed as heresy: a personal union of the Holy Spirit with the soul, similar to familism, and a
conception of Christ's redemptive work that could be interpreted as Socinian. Moreover, he fostered the institutionalization of radicalism by
encouraging Hutchinson to set up her own conventicles, spreading her
influence beyond the informal Boston women's networks. These conventicles, it was later alleged, became the focal point for speculation and
agitation.27
With Vane's arrival the most problematic elements in the coalition
of hot Protestants in Boston were taken from the periphery and thrust
to the center of visibility. That was precisely why contemporaries assigned him a large role in generating a controversy. The controversy
began with Vane, the minister Hugh Peters told him. Vane was raised
"to great heights," Shepard later said in an autobiography written for
his children, "too suddenly," and, as a letter to England complained,
he promoted Boston doctrines "with such violence, as if they had been
matters of that consequence that the peace and welfare of New-England
26Karen Ordahl
Kupperman, Providence Island, 1630-1641: The Other Puritan Colony (New York, 1993), pp. 325-28; Thomas Hutchinson, The History of the Colony and
Province of Massachusetts-Bay (hereafter cited as History), ed. Laurence Shaw Mayo, 2
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must be sacrificed, rather than they should not take place." Vane's readiness to rend the functional unity of ministers and magistrates generated
intense animosity. A minister made a dark prophecy on his departure
from Massachusetts that was fulfilled in his execution in England as a
traitor a quarter of a century later.28
As the letter writer above suggested, the catalyst for the crisis was
not doctrinal differences, per se, but the intrusion of polarizing absolutism within the ruling magisterial/ministerial alliance. Yet that polarization cannot be assigned exclusively to Boston radicals. The earliest document from the controversy shows not Vane, but the document's author,
Thomas Shepard, threatening the peace of New England by his doctrinal
rigidity. Gauging by surviving documents, Shepard was the most dominant minister opposing the Boston church, and if the controversy was
not inevitable, then to be an activist was to be a creator; Shepard was
an accomplice to the chaos he battled so fiercely.
In the late winter or spring of 1636 Shepard wrote a letter to Cotton
on behalf of himself and members of his congregation. The letter grilled
Cotton on his attitude to various lay Boston theological stances, but it
centered on Cotton's own teachings. It was prompted by a sermon of
Cotton's that focused on the superiority of absolute over conditional
promises-the argument that got Culverwell censored in the early 1620s.
Shepard found Cotton's argument wrong for pastoral and scriptural reasons. Moreover, it was dangerous in the inferences that could be drawn
from it, plainly a reference to antinomian disregard for assurance via
self-scrutiny. Shepard "conceived I had no call publikely to reply" at
the sermon and thus start an open ministerial dispute, but he placed the
sermon in an alarming larger context.29
Shepard made that context explicit with his final inquiry. The thrust
of Cotton's teaching was to emphasize the revelation of the Spirit behind
the word of the Bible, rather than the word itself; did he not realize,
Shepard asked, that familists did not deny the word of the Bible but
professed to find extraordinaryrevelations in it? Shepard, while claiming,
surely disingenuously, that he knew of no one holding heretical opinions
in Massachusetts, warned Cotton that someday there might be some such
people in his congregation and, then, they would do irreparable harm
with Cotton's doctrines.30Cotton and other ministers may not have been
aware up to this point that Cotton's preaching threatened the unity of
Dunnet al., eds., Journal,p. 203; McGiffert,ed., God'sPlot, p. 65; ThomasHutchinson, History,1:58;Hubbard,GeneralHistory,p. 236. See also Forbeset al., eds., WinthropPapers, 3:415-16.
29AC, pp. 26-27.
30AC,pp. 28-29.
28
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the Massachusetts ministry. Shepard announced that it most dangerously
did. He explained to Cotton that he grilled him in order to "cut off all
seeming differences and jarrs." "You will not thinke," he ominously
ended his letter, "I have thus writ to begin or breed a quarrell, but to
still and quiet those which are secretly begun."'31
Shepard phrased his letter deferentially and courteously, but there
was no deference in his meaning. He was trumping the actual diversity
among the godly, which Cotton had managed hitherto with good effect,
with the Puritan commitment to a tightly defined orthodoxy whose borders were defined by the awful heresies that surroundedthem. Moreover,
he was informing the most prominent minister in Massachusetts that his
opinions fell outside those borders. What motivated him? He clearly
brought a personal agenda to his confrontation with Cotton. Historians
have often pointed to his flirtation with the soteriological underground
while a student at Cambridge in the early 1620s to explain his sensitivity
to anything looking like a manifestation of it. Shepard may have also
been driven, in part, by envy; while he believed in the seal of the spirit,
in his tormented journal, which survives from the 1640s, he mourned
that he had never experienced the witness of the spirit's absolute promise
of assurance.32Yet, although historians often take Shepard as representative of Massachusetts orthodoxy, he himself had doctrinal peculiarities
that help explain both how he could perceive Cotton as so dangerous
and why Cotton was to show so little inclination to accommodate him.
Shepard, like all Puritan ministers, including Cotton, preached that
sinners must prepare for justification.33But most ministers argued that
preparationhad no intrinsic connection with justification-elect and reprobates could experience it alike. Shepard's preparationism, on the other
hand, was idiosyncratic not only for its severe elaboration-at its ultimate stage the soul accepted damnation-but for the argument that the
preparation of the elect was qualitatively different from the experience
of the damned. In its final stage it included a genuine turning away from
sin that most Puritans placed after faith. This argument prolonged preparation and created observable conditions to the covenant of grace before
justification; it sat uneasily with the Reformed emphasis on justification's
31AC, pp. 27, 29.

32Forbeset al., eds., WinthropPapers, 4:286-87, McGiffert, ed., God's Plot,
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pristine, absolute nature, which Cotton magnified. Shepard probably
learned his preparationismfrom his future father-in-law, Thomas Hooker,
who had learned it from the Essex Puritan patriarch, John Rogers. It put
a wide theological distance between Cotton and Hooker and Shepard;
Thomas Goodwin, a friend of Cotton's sharing his theological emphases,
if not his absolutism, attacked Hooker's distended preparationism in the
1630s, and more moderate divines voiced skepticism. Hooker, perhaps,
encouraged Shepard to attack Cotton: he led an emigration to Connecticut in May 1636 in part, it was believed, because he and Cotton did not
get along; a letter to England in 1637 identified the Antinomian Controversy as between Cotton and Hooker and "their parties"; and, as will
be shown below, Hooker, like Shepard, had a pronounced dissatisfaction
about its resolution.34
Cotton responded temperately to Shepard's letter, given that his
teaching had just been compared to a heresy Puritan ministers had been
denouncing for a half century. He was unaware of any quarrel between
himself and his brethren and doubted that there was any disagreement
"if wee understand each other." But he cautioned Shepard not to compare the "faithfull practise" of Christians to familist "delusions" and
warned that he was not going to change his preaching because Shepard
claimed that it resembled familism and that Cotton was breaking the
unity of the ministry.35
Cotton's response might have been temperate, but what had previously been at most a "secret quarrel" fostered by laypeople was now
a ministerial collision, and Shepard had a personal interest in driving
this new conflict to a head; his challenge to Cotton put his reputation
on the line, both colonywide and with his own congregation. Moreover,
the way he assimilated Cotton to heresy insured that Cotton and his supporters would interpretany attack on more radical lay opinions as a coded
attack on Cotton, an interpretationfor which Shepard would continue to
provide ample justification. Cotton was to assimilate criticism of himself
to Shepard's preparationism, a maneuver Shepard tried to forestall. We
34Hooker, "Preface,"in John Rogers,A Treatiseof Faith, 3d ed. (London,1629).
Shepardsaid these stages precededfaith and were peculiarto the elect withoutcalling
those graces saving. See John A. Albro, ed., The Worksof ThomasShepard,3 vols.
(Boston, 1853), 1:162-63. See also Giles Firmin,The Real Christian(London, 1670),
pp. 88, 107-9. HartlibPapers,29/2/55b-56A, as cited in J. Crawfordet al., eds., The
HartlibPapers:A CompleteTextand Image Database of the Papers of SamuelHartlib
(c.1600-1662) Held in SheffieldUniversityLibrary;Preparedby Membersof the Hartlib
Papers Project (Ann Arbor,Mich., 1995). For Cotton,see AC, pp. 175-77. Firmin,Real
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do not know how many other ministers shared Shepherd's doctrine, but
it was rare in England, and Shepard knew that foregrounding it endangered his own efforts at party building.36Ministerial clashes of this vehemence were not unknown in England, but there they had been contained
by divines of sufficient stature to restrain the parties involved. The only
minister in New England of Cotton's stature,Thomas Hooker, was hardly
going to serve as a peacemaker.
A crisis would also be difficult to avoid because, although Shepard
was scarcely unique among English ministers in his zeal to purge the
godly of deviance, he arrived into a situation pregnant with possibilities
not available in England. Just as Puritan empowerment in Massachusetts
heightened the extravagance of Boston, it held open the possibility of
ideological control unimaginable in England, where Puritan access to
official mechanisms of power had always been problematic. Once in
Massachusetts Shepard demonstrated a sharp concern with a united facade of orthodoxy and an ability to catch the ear of the government.
In early 1636 he was at the forefront of efforts to increase government
supervision of the gathering of new churches and to insure their doctrinal
soundness.37
The attack on Cotton was an escalation of this campaign, and after
the failure of the letter to Cotton, Shepard, presumably along with likeminded ministers, continued to disseminate their vision of a Boston heretical fifth column in the ranks. Shepard began sniping at Boston doctrines
and the spiritual status of their adherents near the very beginning of a
lecture cycle he started in June 1636; presumably he was more aggressive
in private conversations. He was helped in his efforts by the correspondingly increasing immoderation of Boston radicals. Hutchinson apparently
became more speculative in her opinions, while in her new conventicles,
she compared the other ministers of Massachusetts unfavorably to Cotton-Cotton had always worried about her censoriousness. Much later
a militant defender of orthodoxy, Edward Johnson, recorded conversations he claimed to have had with "opinionists" from the early fall of
1636. In one conversation a proselytizing opinionist touted the superiority of the Boston manner of assurance and dismissed the other ministers
as legalists; in another conversation, a layperson simply said that he preferred Hutchinson to the ministers, although they might preach with the
aid of the spirit. If the "erronists" collapsed opposition to themselves
into legalism, some lay opponents saw their objections to ministerial
36
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doctrines as only envious anticlericism.38Boston doctrines do not seem
to have gathered too much support outside the immediate environs of
Boston.
Nevertheless, with laity in Boston, the chief town and port of entry
in Massachusetts, adding attacks on ministers to fringe theological opinions, and with at least one influential minister openly attacking Cotton,
as well as Boston lay opinions, it is not surprising that more clergy got
drawn into the conflict and that state power appeared to be a reasonable
means of resolution. Some clergy, including Shepard, gathered others at
the end of October to confront Cotton prior to taking their grievances
to the General Court. Cotton persuaded them that going to the court was
"not according to God." Instead, they held a conference with Hutchinson, Wheelwright, and leading Boston laity. Hutchinson told them that
they were like the apostles before Pentecost and could not preach the
covenant of grace clearly, for which Cotton rebuked her. Wheelwright,
who had arrived in May, was more confrontational than Cotton and had
greater terminological recklessness. He got into a dispute with the other
divines about the nature of the seal of the Spirit, which left an impression
with at least a few ministers that he, along with Hutchinson, had an
overly intimate (i.e., familist) conception of union with the Spirit. But
Cotton later claimed that at least some of the ministers concluded that
things were not as serious as they had been reported-an indication that
the clergy were not yet agreed that diversity and dissension added up to
a controversy. Yet, he added, "afterwards some of them did say they
were less satisfied than before."39 The ebb and flow of clerical opinion
indicates that the Antinomian Controversy was not the clash of two inexorably opposed camps, but, rather, the outcome of determined party
building.
Shepard's party needed not only the support of the ministers but
also the magistracy in order to prevail, and probably the most influential
of the magistrates was John Winthrop, ex- and future governor and member of the Boston church. Winthrop seems to have been slow in perceiving a controversy. He had profitably sat under the ministry of Culverwell,
whom he deeply admired, in Essex; thus, he might have been reluctant
to follow Shepard in constructing a high road from absolute promises
to antinomianism. However, John Knewstub, one of the first Puritans to
attack the Family of Love, was an old family friend, which perhaps ex38AC, p. 413; Johnson,WonderWorkingProvidence,pp. 128, 134-36; Memoirsof
Capt.Roger Clap(Boston, 1731),pp. 15;RobertE. Pope,ed., TheNotebookof the Reverend JohnFiske, 1644-1675, ColonialSociety of Massachusetts,Collections47 (1975): 7.
39AC,pp. 63-64, 320, 322, 333, 344, 364.
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plains why his intervention at the end of October 1636 took the form
it did.40
Winthrop's intervention was to block a motion making Wheelwright
coteacher with Cotton in the Boston church. Historians routinely interpret
his move as the thwarting of an effort by partisans of Hutchinson to
humiliate Wilson, but that reading is guided by assumptions about the
static nature of partisanship in the controversy, rather than by a shred
of contemporary evidence. Winthrop himself was explicit about why he
acted. He had heard "very lately," he told the church, that Wheelwright
agreed with Hutchinson, whom Winthrop regarded as dangerously erroneous on this point, about union with the Holy Spirit being personal. As
a result of being persuaded that Wheelwright was heretical, Winthrop
found familist "necessary consequences" in sermons by Wheelwright
that he had previously considered unproblematic. Wheelwright argued
in vain that he was discovering meanings that were not intended.41
While Winthrop had gotten off, or been nudged off, the fence, he
never took sides as firmly as Shepard would have liked. He was to pursue
Wheelwright with a vengeance, yet he protected Cotton, and his Journal consistently minimizes Cotton's oppositional attitude. Shepard, on at
least two later occasions, restrained Winthrop's impulse to moderation:
once, by squashing a theological tract by Winthrop mediating between
the opposing camps; once by chiding him for being too gentle on Vane
in a manuscript pamphlet.42
Winthrop may have never been Shepard's ideal ally; nevertheless,
by assimilating Wheelwright to the most radical opinions in the Boston
church, as Shepard had done with Cotton, he shattered the church's fragile unity. A month later Wilson warned the General Court of dangerous
opinions circulating in the colony. Cotton, increasingly sensitive to the
efforts of Shepard and others to conflate his and Wheelwright's opinions
with familism and antinomianism, took the warning as aimed at him,
although Wilson denied it. Cotton moved to have the congregation ad40Forbeset al., eds., WinthropPapers, 3:339; FrancisBremer, "The Heritageof
John Winthrop;Religion along the Stour Valley," New England Quarterly70 (1997):
534.
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as an interimmeasurein their effort to separatefrom Boston and form theirown town.
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monish Wilson, a move blocked by Winthrop and a few others. Thereafter, some members of the congregation walked out when Wilson
preached, and Cotton had strained relations with him until the summer.43
As Boston's unity unraveled, Shepard continued to create conflict
by assimilating Cotton's doctrines to the most radical lay opinions in the
colony, as he had done in his letter to Cotton. Leading Boston laity had
a conference with their brethren in Shepard's congregation in December
1636, and then complained bitterly that their words were twisted out of
recognition and circulated around the colony to make them seem heretical.44At this time Shepard, along with other ministers, sent a very leading
list of sixteen questions to Cotton and received a very testy reply.
Just as some opponents of Boston had convinced themselves that
Cotton and Wheelwright were promoting familist and antinomian anarchy, Cotton and Wheelwright persuaded themselves that ministers arguing for sanctification as a first evidence of assurance were betraying
the Reformation. As Cotton said in reply to the ministers' questions, they
clothed "unwholesome and Popish doctrin in wholesome and Protestant
words." Wheelwright at his January 1637 fast-day sermon denounced
his opponents, unnamed, as under a covenant of works and urged a spiritual struggle against them, even if it led to "combustion in the Church
and comon wealth." In February 1637, Cotton may have preached that
the distance between him and his opponents was as wide as heaven and
hell.45
The escalation of polarizing rhetoric was by no means confined to
Cotton and Wheelwright. Shepard in his Thursday lectures around the
time of Wheelwright's sermon denounced the Bostonians as satanically
inspired and ripped into their doctrines, lay and clerical; Cotton's own
teachings mangled and bore false witness against God's truth. "Mr. Cotton's party," Winthrop reported unsurprisingly, began questioning and
denouncing ministers after their sermons, especially when the ministers
challenged Boston doctrines.46
With the level of virulence rising, Boston's opponents made a concerted effort to pull in the power of the state on their side. After Wheelwright's fast-day sermon some ministers secretly wrote to the General
Court drastically misrepresenting his doctrines and calling him an instru43 Dunn et
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ment of Satan, activated by him to pull down God's kingdom on earth
because he could not do it in heaven. Wheelwright was charged before
the General Court with heresy and sedition in March because of his fastday sermon, helped in no small measure, he later claimed, by the ministers' secret communication.47
However, just as not all ministers in October had perceived themselves in a serious controversy, neither did a majority on the court in
March immediately perceive the need to punish Wheelwright. A deputy
to the court attempted to prove the heresy accusation by stating, correctly,
that Wheelwright argued sanctification could be perceived only in the
light of justification and not vice versa. This was, of course, Cotton's
doctrine, which does nothing to eliminate the suspicion that Wheelwright
was being used, at least by some persons, as a means to rein in Cotton.
Cotton certainly perceived the connection, for the heresy charge collapsed when he announced that his and Wheelwright's doctrines were
identical. The sedition charge went nowhere at first, as Wheelwright refused to acknowledge that in his fast-day sermon he meant the ministers
were under a covenant of works. It succeeded only when all the ministers
present, except for Cotton, told the court on the third day of the trial
that Wheelwright meant them. Faced with repudiating Massachusetts'
fell
clerical establishment, the court convicted Wheelwright-"some
from us, so that we were the minor," a supporter of Wheelwright on
the court said later.48
That conviction gave state ratification of the identification of the
Boston church with disorder, if not with heresy. The opponents of the
church thereafter consolidated their grasp on state power. Vane and his
supporters were removed by the voters from their magisterial positions
in May, after hard campaigning by Winthrop and clerics. At the May
meeting of the General Court Shepard preached a bitter sermon warning
that his opponents were the enemies of the colony and that their complaints about clerical "persecuting Egyptians" would lead to all the ministers being massacred. He called for immigration controls that the court
passed and applied to friends of Wheelwright when they arrived in June.49
The application of state power to enforce unity among the godly,
even though it was going solidly in the direction of Shepard's party,
proved almost as futile in Massachusetts as it was to prove shortly in
47
Wheelwright, Brief and Plaine Apology, p. 7. A list of what appear to be the
specific charges by the ministers exists in the Hartlib Papers, 40/1/7A; Groom, Glass,
p. 6.
48Coddington, Demonstration, pp. 12-13; Groome, Glass, pp. 6-7.
49 Hutchinson, "Hutchinson in America," p. 17; Shepard, Parable of the Ten Virgins
Opened and Applied, pp. 163-64; Dunn et al., eds., Journal, p. 219.
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England, and for the same reason. Significant numbers of the godly saw
it only as persecution. Cotton was furious at what he considered the
unjustified punishment of Wheelwright for preaching correct doctrine.
Seventy-two colonists signed a petition against the court's action, respectfully suggesting that the court might have been misled by Satan.
Cotton's party also fumed about the immigration law; Cotton took it as
aimed at him. Cotton was no less furious that Winthrop's status effectively protected him from church discipline. He and his supporters tried
to set up another colony in the early summer, a move that might have
been fatal to the morale of the colony and its standing among English
Puritans.50
But Cotton did not leave, and Massachusetts did not foreshadow the
soon-to-follow sundering of the English Puritan clerical establishment.
Instead, by August Cotton and his opponents began sending out peace
feelers. Cotton softened at least in part because he had no real alternative.
The plan for founding another colony fell through, and Vane, his chief
magisterial protector, returned to England on 3 August. Cotton was now
completely isolated. But perhaps no less important was the arrival at the
end of June of John Davenport, a minister of Cotton's stature and his
friend. Cotton Mather claimed Davenport played a large role in pacifying
the opposing parties-he had the clout to do it.51
Whatever the causes, bridges clearly began to be built. In August,
Cotton patched up his relationship with Wilson. It must have been at
this time that Cotton decided that the differences between him and
the extreme preparationists were, as he put it, "Logicall, not Theologicall"-he and they could be brethren,in other words. The peace gestures
did not only come from Cotton. Winthrop and Deputy Governor Thomas
Dudley assured him that the General Court had no quarrel with his doctrine. At a synod held at the end of the summer, Cotton's opinions were
clearly distinguished from lay opinions for the first time. The synod condemned a large number of lay opinions, most of which denied the reality
of sanctification. They probably represented a radicalization of Hutchinson's teachings, which, a supporter of Wheelwright later said, "would
never have advanced so much, had not the Antiperistasis of your vehement prosecution forced them into a habit." Cotton gave a qualified consent to the condemnation. He and the other ministers worked out a com50JohnCottonto [JohnWheelwright],18 April [1640], MassachusettsHistoricalSociety transcriptof Boston Public LibraryMs. Am. 1506, pt. 2, no. 18, CottonFamily
Papers,2:91-92; AC, p. 230. Cotton'saccountof his plan to emigrate(AC,pp. 414-15)
has to be read in conjunction with Robert Baillie, The Disswasive from the Errors of the

Time, Vindicated(London,1655), p. 30; and Cottonto Wheelwright.
51Dunn et al., eds., Journal, p. 223; Mather, Magnalia, 1:325.
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promise theological statement in which he had to yield very little. The
ministers, in effect, simply agreed that they were all among the godly,
whatever their differences and that, to quote a contemporary letter, "no
difference in opinion shall alienate their affections any more." Davenport
preached the synod's final sermon, extolling the benefits of brotherly
love, even in the absence of doctrinal unanimity.52
But much water had passed under the dam by this time, and not
everyone from Boston was willing to participate in the love feast. Now
that he was at one with his brethren again, Cotton decided that Boston
radicals had been long-settled heretical conspirators and were the root
of the colony's troubles; therefore Wheelwright's sermon, which attacked
ministerial doctrine without condemning radical errors, had been seditious in its effect and justly punished. Unlike Cotton, Wheelwright never
made peace with the extreme preparationists; for him, his punishment
remained simply the persecution of the gospel. He was banished at the
beginning of November. Hutchinson was also tried at that time and sentenced to banishment. At her trial, she warned the court that she had
a revelation that God would destroy them if they punished her. That
announcement allowed the court to collapse the causes of an extremely
complicated dispute into the impact of a single forceful and influential
person and her alleged Miinster-like enthusiasm; many historians have
been only too quick to follow the court's lead. The petition signers were
punished. An exodus of about twenty families followed Wheelwright
to New Hampshire, and, initially, twenty others, including Hutchinson,
went to Rhode Island.53
Those disaffected laity who remained in Massachusetts were not as
quick as Cotton to perceive their persecutors as brethren again. They did
come around finally, but, according to Weld and Winthrop, it was not
because of the court's exercise of state power or the synod's exposure
of heresy. It was because Hutchinson and others finally violated their
own sense of appropriate godly opinion and behavior. John Underhill,
Dunn et al., eds., Journal,p. 230; John Cotton,cited by John Higginsonin the
prefaceto CottonMather,TheEverlastingGospel (Boston, 1700), sig. B2iiiv. Whenthe
final list of issues between Cottonand the otherministerswas drawnup for discussion
was not among them, yet Cottonhad listed it as
at the synod, Hooker'spreparationism
one of the threeissues betweenhim and the otherministersas recentlyas May. See AC,
pp. 175-77; Bell, ed., John Wheelwright,p. 190; Mather,Magnalia,2:514-16; Hutchin52
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a prominent opinionist, tried to seduce a woman using arguments that
anticipated the ranters, while some opinionists began questioning the
linchpin of Puritan morality, the Sabbath. Hutchinson's opinions grew
more extreme and settled after her civil trial-extreme enough that the
Boston church examined her in March 1638, shortly before she was to
go into exile. The church would have let her off with an admonition,
to the distress of Shepard and other ministers present, but Hutchinson
appeared to lie about just how heretical her opinions had really been.
For that, other laity, who had defended Hutchinson and the handful of
genuine radicals "in the simplicity of their hearts," as Weld put it, were
quite prepared to excommunicate her. The public broadcasting in 1638
of Hutchinson and Mary Dyer's monstrous births gave divine confirmation of a swelling negative lay appraisal of persons no longer behaving
as the godly ought; Weld claimed that the births "did much awaken
many of their followers ... from that time we found many of their eares
boared ... to attend to counsell." By the end of 1639, Winthrop claimed,
the congregation had reunited in bonds of love; other sources indicate
continuing mistrust over Cotton's flip-flop and continuing respect for
Hutchinson.4
Those who chose exile over reconciliation can be divided into two
groups, one loyal to Cotton and Wheelwright's theology and alienated
by their opponents' behavior, the other group theological radicals. Wheelwright set up a church in New Hampshire with Boston's blessings, and
he eventually patched up his relationship with the Massachusetts authorities. Those who went to Rhode Island, a mixture of Cottonian orthodox and more radical elements, fell into sectarian squabbling in which
Hutchinson's stances were not the most extreme. Despite their own differences, they rejected any effort by the Boston church to make a proprietary claim on them; they were finished with a national church structure.
Hutchinson recast her millennialism and identified the Massachusetts
churches as "those Cities of the Nations, which the Lord hath said should
fall, Rev. 16.19." Her son-in-law was imprisoned in Boston in 1641
when he visited to share that perspective, adding ominously that Charles
I was the king of Babylon.55
54 Dunn et al., eds., Journal,pp. 262-63, 245; AC, pp. 216, 214, 307, 350-88, 432;
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The sequence above clearly supports Collinson's argument about
the importance of Puritanism for containing hot Protestantism-the Boston church fell, the radicals rejected a national church structure, and
shortly thereafter came the foreshadowing of sectarian axes in England.
But it would be misleading to stop the analysis there. We would be left
with a picture of Massachusetts Puritanism, lay and ministerial, reconstituting its unity, albeit in somewhat truncated fashion, after the removal
of the exiles. The picture would suggest a division between socially problematic radicals and the mainstream, and it fits neither the conclusion of
the Antinomian Controversy nor the dynamic of Puritanism.
For radicals were not the only ones bitter about the outcome. In the
Antinomian Controversy Wheelwright, lay sympathizers to Cotton and
Wheelwright, and a number of doctrinal deviants reacted with bellicosity
when pushed hard enough and were disciplined in various ways; for most
of those who put their thoughts about the Antinomian Controversy to
paper, that course of events validated and satisfactorily resolved the initial aggression against them.
Thomas Shepard did not share that sense of a satisfactory resolution
to what had been, at least in part, a controversy of his own making. In
his sermons of 1638 and 1639 he continued to attack Cotton's doctrines,
warned that his opponents had not sufficiently confessed and lamented
their sins, and made numerous references to Judases-Hooker in Connecticut, meanwhile, was attacking lay and clerical Boston opinion, denying outright the existence of a noetic witness of the Spirit, and even
attacking the theological compromise Cotton and the other ministers had
reached at the synod, which Hooker had comoderated. Shepard bitterly
complained in his diary in early 1639 that Cotton had not repented but
continued to preach his old doctrine and that he had attempted to exonerate Hutchinson in her church trial, a suspicion Shepard shared with
Hooker. In 1646 Shepard was still tracing the origin of the conflict in
part to Cotton's "obscure" preaching of familism.56
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Shepard's enduring disappointment marks the extent to which the
impulse toward unity among the godly triumphed over the ambitions of
its ideologues even in the Antinomian Controversy. Yet the havoc he
helped unleash by his construction of heretical "others" out of his brethren shows just how widely dispersed was the capacity for creating disorder in Puritanism. Puritanism not only generated its own radical wing,
but with its sharply polarized worldview, it also generated its own Lauds,
persons striving to impose a uniformity on the diversity and tolerance
of their movement.
Massachusetts was the first polity Puritans controlled, and, as would
shortly be the case in England, Puritan empowerment encouraged both
those tendencies: on the one hand, millennial fervor and divisive, even
anticlerical doctrinal speculation in the Boston church; on the other hand,
the chimeric attempt at realizing a previously theoretical commitment to
uniformity through state power. The result was the most spectacular Puritan dispute before the civil wars. Puritanism may have represented, as
Collinson has recently written, "the mainstream, ongoing thrust of the
Protestant Reformation"; the Antinomian Controversy demonstrates how
little it took to make the currents of that stream extremely turbulent.57
Historians have seen the Antinomian Controversy's impact on English Puritanism as primarily symbolic. Contemporaries certainly used it
for symbolic purposes. Congregationalists in London in 1644 may have
published Short Story to demonstrate that congregationalism was capable
of policing itself; Presbyterians seized on it as illustrative of the chaos
congregationalism engendered. For the rest of the century, Short Story
was a source book for antinomian error.58
But the Antinomian Controversy had a causal, as well as a symbolic,
role in widening the fissures of English Puritanism. Cotton's friend
Thomas Goodwin organized an English congregationalist church in the
mid-1630s, dominated by persons who had been involved in the Warwick
patent. Goodwin's church and Boston had a direct link-Henry Vane.
Vane left Massachusetts "ripened into more knowledge and experience
of Christ, than the churches there could bear the testimony of," as an
57PatrickCollinson, "Commenton Eamon Duffy's Neale Lectureand the Collo-
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admirer later said. On his return to England he planned to accompany
the church to Arnhem, Holland. In Holland the church became known
for its pietistic experiments and for a millennialism that discovered congregationalism in prophetic scripture texts, as at least some Massachusetts congregationalists had already done, and located the seal of the
Spirit as the climax of the gospel. The Arnhem church's apocalyptic fervor helped set the congregationalist ecclesiological agenda in the civil
wars.59
Boston was certainly not the only source of millennialist congregational zeal in Holland in the late 1630s, and how much it directly influenced the Arhem church is impossible to determine. But Vane demonstrably generated controversy in England as soon as he returned. Among
the Warwick patentees, Lord Say and Sele wrote indignantly to Cotton
in 1638, Vane, together with unnamed friends, disseminated his radical
Boston doctrine with success and controversy, covering it with Cotton's
mantle. Say and Sele's fellow patentee, Lord Brooke, who was to work
closely with Vane in the militant parliamentarianparty in the civil war,
in all likelihood picked up from Vane his own approving misunderstanding of Cotton's theology; only Brooke's death in 1643, Richard
Baxter later claimed, kept him from coming completely under Vane's
sway.60Vane became a major player in both domestic and foreign affairs,
driven by millennial zeal, for the duration of the Long Parliament. He
kept his admiration for Anne Hutchinson while developing his own theology and attracting his own followers. His theology remained firmly
rooted in what he had learned in Hutchinson's conventicles, and there
are perhaps traces of Hutchinson's teachings in the writings of Vane's
close friend, the Platonist Peter Sterry.61
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Vane developed not only the theological speculation he began in
Massachusetts but the polarizing disputes he had encountered and encouraged there. He supported the politically radical millenialist Fifth
Monarchy Men, a number of whose leading members had been in Boston
at the time of the Antinomian Controversy. As in Massachusetts, orthodox ministers found his speculations mystifying and offensive, while
Vane's conviction, learned in Massachusetts, that most Puritan ministers
lived in and preached a damnable covenant of works, underlay his zealous, longstanding campaign for religious liberty. While in prison after
the Restoration, he offered his impending execution as proof that the
"Reformed part of the Church" was "fiercer enemies [to the godly]
than any others whatsoever." On the scaffold Vane may have recalled
Wheelwright's fast-day exhortation: "Sampson slew more at his death,
then in his life, and so we may prevaile more by our deathes, then by
our lives."62 By all accounts, he met the ax of the Reformed part of the
Church with exemplary courage-the final scene of a personal script
written in the Antinomian Controversy.
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